Anatomy and neurophysiology of the taste system in aged animals.
In summary, the recent data from quantitative studies of taste buds in old humans, rhesus monkeys, and rats complement neurophysiological data on taste responses from aged rats and lead to the general conclusion that the peripheral taste system is maintained structurally and functionally across the life span. Although some statistically significant differences were observed, the magnitude of these differences would not lead one to predict altered taste preferences or feeding behavior in old animals. The robust nature of the peripheral sense of taste in old age appears to be in sharp contrast to other sensory systems. Not only do receptors alter with age, but accessory organs, such as the lens in the visual system, also alter structurally so that sensory function is compromised. One factor contributing to maintenance of the receptor organ of taste bud and papilla is the turnover and replacement of taste bud cells and surrounding epithelial cells. Recent studies in aged mice indicate no differences in turnover time in epithelial mucosa lining the mouth. There are no data on turnover time, however, for taste bud cells or for gustatory papilla epithelium in old animals. Alterations in taste bud cell or membrane receptor turnover could affect function. In other cell types and receptors, age-related differences in membrane lipids, proteins, and fluidity characteristics are reported. Membrane changes such as these are proposed to account for age-related differences in response properties of the system of cardiac muscarinic receptors, a system in which density of receptors does not alter. The small, but statistically significant, differences in neurophysiological responses to taste stimuli from the chorda tympani nerve might well relate to age-related differences in membrane receptors. Not only is there an absence of data on turnover time or membrane characteristics for taste bud cells in old age, but there are no observations on the ultrastructure of taste buds in old animals. The taste bud is a complex structure, composed of many cells and different cell types, with a specific orientation and access to the oral cavity via the taste pore, and with extensive associations with the innervating afferent fibers. Ultrastructural observations could provide information on changes in synapses and other nerve/cell contacts--in microvilli and taste pore structure, and in numbers of various cell types within the bud. Such data will be essential to understanding the nature and extent of age-related alterations in the taste system.(ABSTRACT TRUNCATED AT 400 WORDS)